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Abstract—We introduce a metacognitive approach to optimize the
radar performance for a dynamic wireless channel. Similar to the
origin of the cognitive radar in the neurobiological concept of cognition,
metacognition also originates from neurobiological research on problem-
solving and learning. Broadly defined as the process of learning to learn,
metacognition improves the application of knowledge in domains beyond
the immediate context in which it was learned. We describe basic features
of a metacognitive radar and then illustrate its application with some
examples such as antenna selection and resource sharing between radar
and communications. Unlike previous works in communications that only
focus on combining several existing algorithms to form a metacognitive
radio, we also show the transfer of knowledge in a metacognitive radar.
A metacognitive radar improves performance over individual cognitive
radar algorithms, especially when both the channel and transmit/receive
hardware are changed.
Index Terms—Cognitive radar, cognitive radio, deep learning, metacog-
nitive radar, resource sharing, transfer learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, cognitive radars have captured significant attention.
The key strength of such a system is its ability to learn the channel or
target environment and then adapt both the transmitter and receiver
to provide an enhanced performance [1, 2]. On the contrary, a
conventional radar optimizes only receive processing in response
to changes in the target environment. During the past two decades,
cognition in radar has matured from a conceptual stage [3–5] to the
implementation in hardware [6–8]. Several diverse applications of
cognitive radar have been suggested such as spectrum sharing [9],
adaptable beampattern design [10], enhanced tracking [11, 12], and
resource allocation [13].
In general, a cognitive radar is designed to apply a single specific
framework or algorithm to achieve its desired performance based on
a pre-determined criteria. Since radars perform a variety of tasks
such as detection, estimation and tracking, in practice, a single
cognitive radar framework is insufficient to address changes in the
system hardware and channel environment over long periods of time.
For example, a radar that cognitively selects the beam direction to
avoid jamming [14] may need a different cognitive strategy when
jammer is co-located with the target. Further, as the complexity of
radar system increases (e.g. use of multiple antennas and waveforms)
and the channel conditions worsen (low signal-to-noise-ratio/SNR
and presence of clutter), a single cognitive algorithm is unable to
address the changing performance requirements. In such cases, a
strategy to combine various cognitive frameworks in a metacognitive
radar is highly desirable. In this paper, we focus on the concept of
metacognitive radar.
In its original concept, the cognitive radar drew upon the definition
of cognition from neurobiology, wherein it is a process through which
humans and animals sense and interact with their environment [1].
Similarly, metacognition is a well-studied concept in both neurobiol-
ogy and educational psychology, often associated with the definition
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proposed by John Flavell [15]. It is formally defined as a higher order
thinking which actively controls the cognitive processes engaged in
learning [16]. This definition often summarizes metacognition as
learning about learning or knowing about knowing [17, 18]. At
the heart of metacognitive system lie four components: acquiring
knowledge about the environment; monitoring different cognition
methods; a strategy to use the information obtained; and transfer
the learned strategy to a new environment [16].
In wireless communications, some recent works have discussed
applications of metacognition. In [19], a metacognitive radio was
proposed in the context of efficient spectrum utilization by a cognitive
communications system that constantly monitor and acquire the chan-
nel state information (CSI). Then, an appropriate cognitive method
is selected from a suite of strategies such as genetic algorithms,
reinforcement learning, or artificial neural networks. An example of
this strategy is precoder-decoder design for interference management
which coordinates co-existing multiple transmitters such that their
mutual interference aligns at the receivers and occupies only a
portion of the signal space. In this context CSI is routinely sensed
and estimated. Later, in [20], this concept of metacognitive radio
was expanded to a general metacognitive engine which included
addressing multiple applications. However, these works only in-
corporate the first three components of metacognition: acquisition,
monitoring and strategy selection. The transfer of learned knowledge
to new scenarios, which is essential to demonstrate metacognition,
was ignored in these studies.
So far, metacognition in radar remains relatively unexamined. In
this work, we introduce the concept of metacognitive radar and
explain its key features. Unlike the aforementioned previous works
on metacognition in wireless communications, we include all four
components of metacognition in our radar formulation. We illus-
trate this concept through some examples of resource selection and
sharing. In our proposed configuration, learning-based methods are
critical in enabling metacognition. In fact, use of techniques such as
deep learning to empower cognition is synonymous with the original
definition of metacognition as learning about learning. Another
key technique in this context is application of control- and game-
theoretic methods which are capable to model decision making in
an environment of conflict and cooperation between rational players
[21]. For example, in [21], various games are modeled depending on
the information available at the radar and jammer about each other.
A metacognitive radar could model various performance objectives
as different games and then select the most appropriate one for
the situation. A metacognitive radar holds the promise of making
the cognitive radars more realistic and efficient by expanding their
original sensing cycles.
In the following section, we explain the cognitive radar cycle, in-
troduce its metacognitive counterpart, and provide various illustrative
applications. We follow this by an example of resource selection in
Section III and validate our method in Section IV. We conclude in
Section V.
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II. INTRODUCING A METACOGNITIVE RADAR
A conventional cognitive radar [22] may be viewed as a dynamic
closed-loop system employing three steps (Fig. 1). In sense or
observe stage, the radar gathers all the information from the target
environment. It then decides or learns by applying some degree of
intelligence which includes learning, planning and decision making
methods. Finally, the radar adapts to the change in the target channel
by reconfiguring the transmitter and receiver in order to be as flexible
as possible to enhance the performance. This constitutes a typical
cognitive cycle and is also a common feature in cognitive radio
systems. All three steps are performed cyclically. In a two step model
of cognitive radar, the sense and decide stages are grouped under
perception and adapt step as an action.
A. Metacognitive Cycle
It is pertinent to remark the importance of metacognition as
separate from plain cognition. Since the cognitive cycle is a closed-
loop system, there is no provision of altering any of the steps once
the cycle has kicked in a operational system. This leads to an inherent
inflexibility of the system to adapt to drastic change in the channel
conditions, change of engineering modules, or the operating objective
or all of these. Hence, the radar must include multiple strategies with
their own cognitive cycles. The selection of the appropriate strategy
is handled by metacognition.
Motivated by its psychological definitions [16], we define a
metacognitive cycle with four key steps 1. The knowledge ac-
quisition step collates the assumptions inherent to all individual
cognitive cycles to generate their decisions. For example, in radar-
communications spectrum sharing scenario, the three cycles may
each be tailored to the three different waveforms which only the
metacognitive knowledge keeps a record of. In the monitoring step,
the metacognitive radar evaluates the strengths and drawbacks of
choosing a particular cycle. For example, choosing a reinforcement
learning for spectrum sharing would require devising a policy and
reward while a deep learning strategy would operate only with a
large training set.
The monitoring step is viewed as information flowing from the
cognitive cycle to the metacognitive cycle [23]. The reverse of this
flow is the strategy/control stage of metacognition, wherein the
radar applies a learning tool to select a specific cognitive cycle.
For example, a deep learning engine may decide choosing between
various strategies for spectrum sharing. As discussed in [20], the
addition of this secondary, metacognitive cycle permits control and
independent judgment of primary cognition behavior. Metacognition
increases the confidence of the radar in its cognitive judgements.
When the radar is deployed in slightly different environments that
none of the cognitive cycles were prepared for, metacognition imparts
the ability to apply knowledge accumulated in the first three steps
to the new domain. This final stage of knowledge transfer completes
the metacognitive cycle.
B. Applications
We now elaborate on some sample applications of a metacogni-
tive radar. Our first application of spectrum sharing follows from
prior works on metacognitive radio [19]. The second example is
concerned with the allocation of resources such as power in a
radar-communications scenario. The third example of metacognitive
antenna selection follows from our previous works [13, 24, 25].
Fig. 1. Metacognitive radar cycle consists of knowledge acquisition, monitor-
ing, strategy or control and transfer stages. A metacognitive engine monitors
various cognitive strategies employed by the radar. Each of the cognitive
strategy has its conventional sense-learn-adapt cycle with perception and
action stages.
1) Metacognitive spectrum sharing: As seen in metacognitive
radio applications, the concept of metacognition is very useful for
addressing spectrum sharing problem. Spectrum scarcity is a major
current concern for the radio community and, in particular, for both
radar and communications applications [26, 27]. As a consequence,
spectrum sharing strategies have recently gained considerable atten-
tion [28, 29]. Current standardization effort in wireless communica-
tions for finding new spectrum opportunities aims at using bands that
are not dedicated to communications for communications use. The
European Licence Shared Access (LSA) effort [30] aims at allowing
a licensee, to use the spectrum of an incumbent who has a spectrum
access right, following certain rules. The idea is to enable mobile
telephony (4G and 5G) operators to use this spectrum in areas apart
from the airport radio range. The LSA relies for that on the use
of geo-location data bases (GLDB) that are consulted before the
connection of the LSA users. Licensed Shared Access is a big step
forward to save cost once implemented in the operators network and
solve spectrum scarcity in the lower bands below 6 GHz. On the other
hand, the US Citizen Band Radio System (CBRS) [26] initiative has
been launched as a way to compensate US delay compared to the
LSA initiative. Then in order to bring some added value compared
to LSA, US standardization effort consisted in adding an extended
version of LSA to be used in the 3.5 GHz band (3550-3700 MHz).
A metacognitive spectrum sharing radar in such a situation should
operate as follows. There are various learning and non-learning
cognitive approaches to spectrum sharing depending on the appli-
cation e.g. reinforcement learning at cognitive spectrum sharing for
autonomnous driving [31] and Xampling for surveillance cognitive
radar-radio applications [9]. A metacognitive engine could choose
between the two methods depending on the deployment of the radar
in those situations. However, when the system is deployed in an
application that none of the two techniques are developed for, the
metacognitive radar exploits its knowledge and adapts the system to
the new application.
2) Metacognitive power allocation: Similar to spectrum sharing,
power allocation between a radar and communications systems can
also be modeled as a metacognitive radar problem [32]. For instance,
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let the radar and communications transmit power be PR and PC ,
respectively. Define the complex-Gaussian-distributed gains for the
various discrete-time channel impulse responses with zero mean






f , and σ
2
r , respectively, as follows:
hT ∼ CN (0, σ2t ): radar transmitter to the target and back to the
radar receiver; hI ∼ CN (0, σ2i ): radar transmitter to clutter and
back to the radar receiver; hC ∼ CN (0, σ2c ): radar transmitter to
the communications receiver; hF ∼ CN (0, σ2f ): communications
transmitter to the communications receiver; hR ∼ CN (0, σ2r): radar
transmitter to the target and clutter and then to the communications
receiver; and w[n] ∼ CN (0, σ2w) and v[n] ∼ CN (0, σ2v) denote the
noise trails at the radar and communications receivers, respectively.










The radar may also have a maximum power, maximum interference
and minimum SICNR constraints so that
0 ≤ PR ≤ PR,max, (2)
σ2cPC ≤ TC,max, (3)
and SICNRR ≥ SICNRR,min, (4)
where PR,max, TC,max, and SICNRR,min are pre-defined constants.






The communications receiver may have the maximum power, maxi-
mum interference and minimum SINR constraints as
0 ≤ PC ≤ PC,max, (6)
σ2rPR ≤ TR,max, (7)
and SINRC ≥ SINRC,min, (8)
where PC,max, TR,max, and SINRC,min are pre-defined constants.
Let the game be the triplet G = 〈K,S,U〉 where K is the
set of players with cardinality |K| = K, S = S1 × · · · × SK
is the space comprising of strategies {Si}Ki=1 of all players, and
U = {u1, · · · , uK} is the set of utility functions of each player which
map their strategies to a real line, i.e., ui : Si → R, i = 1, · · · ,K.
In our spectral coexistence problem, |K| = 2 and K = 1 and
2 corresponds to radar and communications, respectively. Further
S1 = [0, PR,max] and S2 = [0, PC,max].
The utility functions are given by the difference of payoff (maxi-
mization of SICNR) and the cost functions (minimization of power).
As an example, the respective utility functions could be
u1 = ln(SICNRR − SICNRR,min)− (μ1σ2tPR + γ1σ2rPR)
(9)
and u2 = ln(SINRC − SINRC,min)− (μ2σ2fPC + γ2σ2cPC), (10)
where μi and γi, i = 1, 2 are to be determined. The power allocation
is determined by solving for the values of these utility functions. The
metacognitive system models the interaction between the radar and
communications as a cooperative or non-cooperative game depending
on the information available and solves the resulting optimization
problem for the desired resource allocation.
3) Metacognitive antenna selection: Sparse array selection is one
of the common tasks performed by cognitive radars [13]. Larger
arrays have high associated cost, area and computational load. To
address this problem, a cognitive radar deploys a full array and then
select an optimal (sparse) subarray to transmit and receive the signals
in response to changes in the target environment. This task is achieved
through a variety of techniques such as optimization, greedy search,
random array selection and deep learning [13, 33].
Briefly, the cognitive cycle in this problem operates as follows. For
a fixed array geometry, assume a phased array employed by a radar
that performs angle estimation using sparse recovery methods. During
the very first scan, full array is active and the received signal from
this scan is fed to the network. The cognitive radar goal is to find an
optimal antenna array for the next few scans in which fewer antennas
than the full array will be used. For deep learning, the radar employs a
trained network that chooses an optimal array using the covariance of
the received signal. The optimal array provides the lowest estimation
error in the direction-of-arrival. The same criterion is used by the
optimization and greedy search methods For random array selection,
no such criterion is used. All four methods differ in their computation
speeds. Thus, a metacognitive radar chooses between these different
strategies depending on the available computing resources. When
the array geometry is changed, a metacognitive radar will apply a
technique for knowledge transfer. In the following section, we explain
this last stage with a concrete example. For all other stages, we refer
the reader to our prior works [13, 33]. The example is based on our
recent work on sparse array selection for arbitrary geometries [25].
III. EXAMPLE: ANTENNA SELECTION ACROSS GEOMETRIES
Consider an M -element antenna array receiving a signal s(ti) from
the direction Θ = (θ, φ) where θ and φ are the elevation and the
azimuth angles of the source with respect to the antenna array. We
assume that the received signal is narrowband and the source is in
the far-field of the antenna array. Then, the output of the antenna
array is given by
y(ti) = a(Θ)s(ti) + n(ti), 1 ≤ i ≤ T, (11)
where T is the number of snapshots, y(ti) = [y1(ti), . . . , yM (ti)]T
and ym(ti) denotes the output of the mth antenna for the ith
snapshot. n(ti) = [n1(ti), . . . , nM (ti)]T is the noise vector and
nm(ti) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance
σ2n. a(Θ) = [a1(Θ), . . . , aM (Θ)]T is the steering vector and
am(Θ) = exp{−j 2πλ pTmr(Θ)} where pm = [xm, ym, zm]T is the
position of the mth antenna in a Cartesian coordinate system, r(Θ) =
[cos(φ) sin(θ), sin(φ) sin(θ), cos(θ)]T and λ is the wavelength of the
baseband signal.
A. Cognitive Cycle
In sparse array selection problem we consider an M -element an-
tenna array where K out of M are to be selected in the sense that the
selected subarray provides the ”best” DOA estimation performance.





possible subarray choices. Hence
it can be considered as a classification problem with C classes.
We formulate the problem statement as: predicting the class which
corresponds to the ”best” subarray when the array output is given.
We consider the antenna selection problem in deep learning context
[13] and design a deep CNN to classify the input data of the network
(the antenna array output) to select the ”best” subarray for DOA
estimation. We transfer the knowledge in the training data to target
domain for antenna selection with another array geometry. In the
sequel, we first discuss the generation of the training data.
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B. Knowledge Transfer Across Different Array Geometries
We treat the antenna selection problem as classification problem
with C classes (i.e., C many subarray configurations). Each class
is labeled with the positions of the antennas of the subarray cor-
responding to that class. Let P ck = {pcxk , pcyk , pczk} be the set of
antenna coordinates in the cth subarray for k = 1, . . . ,K. The
positions of the antennas in the cth subarray constitute the set
Sc = {P c1 , P c2 , . . . , P cK}, and the set of all classes are given as
S = {S1,S2, . . . ,SC}, which contains all the subarray configura-
tions. In order to select the best subarrays in S, we compute the
CRB ∀Sc. We define the absolute CRB for the direction Θ and Sc
as
κ(Θ,Sc) = 1/2(κ(θ,Sc)2 + κ(φ,Sc)2)2, (12)
where κ(θ,Sc) and κ(φ,Sc) are the CRB terms for elevation and
azimuth angles respectively [13, 34]. The CRB for θ in a single
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where 	 is the dot product and ac ∈ CK denotes the steering





c (ti) is the sample covariance matrix for the







are the partial derivatives of ac
with respect to θ and φ respectively. σ2s and σ
2
n are the signal and
noise variances. For simplicity, we select σ2s = 1 and define the signal





Among C subarray configurations, we found that the number of
subarrays that provide the ”best” DOA estimation performance (i.e.,
the lowest CRB) is much less than C. Hence we labeled them in the
set B = {b1, b2, . . . , bC̄} where
bc̄ = arg min
c=1,...,C
κ(Θ,Sc), (13)
which implies that there are C̄ subarrays among C that provides the
lowest CRB. This is due to the configuration of the array structure
[13].
The training dataset for the CNN structure is D = (X, z) where
z ∈ B denotes the label that is the best subarray index. X = {Xh}3h=1
is the input which is a three channel data. The first channel, X1 ∈
R
M×M , contains the angle information of the array covariance matrix
as [X1]i,j = ∠{[R]i,j} for the (i, j)th entry. The second and the
third channels are the real and imaginary parts of the covariance
matrix respectively. In particular, [X2]i,j = Re{[R]i,j} and [X3]i,j =
Im{[R]i,j}.
We design a deep CNN structure which is composed of 14 layers.
The first layer is the input layer which accepts the input of size
M ×M × 3. The {2, 4, 6, 8}th layers are convolutional layers each
of which has 64 filter with the size of 2 × 2. In the 10th and 12th
layers, there are fully connected layers with 1024 units whose 50%
is randomly selected to avoid overfitting. After each convolutional
and fully connected layers (in the {3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}th layers), there
is a rectified linear unit (ReLU) layer where ReLU(x) = max(x, 0).
In the last layer, there is a classification layer with C̄ units where a
softmax function is used to obtain the probability distribution of the
classes. In order to train the network, the training data is collected
Fig. 2. Transfer learning framework for knowledge transfer across URA and
UCA geometries.
for P directions and L realizations. Then, the network is realized in
MATLAB on a PC with 768-core GPU. Stochastic gradient decent
algorithm is used to update the network parameters with the learning
rate 0.01 and mini-batch size 500 for 50 epochs.
Once the training data is in the source domain, DS, is generated
with the source array geometry. Then it is used to train the network
and we obtain CNNS where the subscript stands for the source
domain. The pretrained network (i.e., CNNS) is modified by replacing
the classification layer with the one that is appropriate with target data
labels. The weights in all of the convolutional layers are kept fixed
to preserve the learned features in the source domain. We call the
resulting network CNNTR which is trained with the target training
set, DT, generated with the target array geometry.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We first present the performance of the proposed CNN approach for
the source domain case where different array geometries such as URA
and UCA are considered with different settings. We collected data
for PTRAIN = 100 equally spaced directions in the interval [0
◦, 359◦]
azimuth plane and for LTRAIN = 100 realizations. SNRTRAIN = 20dB
and TTRAIN = 100 is selected. The network is tested for different
SNRTEST levels for JT = 100 Monte Carlo trials. We obtain above
90% validation accuracy for the training data in all cases as in
[13]. This means that the proposed CNN structure accurately selects
the antenna subarray in the ”best” sense. In order to present the
DOA estimation performance of the selected subarray, the MUSIC
algorithm [35] is employed. In this case, we prepared a test data
which is separately generated from the training data with different
DOA angles which are selected uniform randomly. In Fig. 3, the DOA
estimation performance for different arrays are given and compared
with the ”best” subarray performance which refers to the subarray
that provides the lowest CRB value. As it is seen from the figure,
our CNN approach performs well and it closely follows the best
subarray performance.
To evaluate the performance of our CNN approach for transfer
learning, target domain data is generated for UCA geometry with
M = 16, K = 6 and element spacing is λ/2. We consider 1D
scenario where the azimuth space is sampled with PT = 10 directions
and LT = 10 for the target dataset. The source domain data is
generated for URA geometry with M = 16, K = 6 with λ/2 element
spacing. The transfer learning performance is investigated as the size
of the source dataset varies. In Fig. 4, PS , the number of directions
in the source dataset, varies as the other parameters are kept fixed as
LS = 100 and SNRTRAIN = 15dB. For each PS , CNNTR is generated
and trained with target dataset. As seen from Fig. 4, CNNTR performs
much better than CNNT even if they are trained with the same data
(i.e., target data). The performance of CNNTR is attributed to the use
of features from the source domain which are not available in target
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UCA, M=16, K=6, BEST
UCA, M=16, K=6, CNNS
URA, M=16, K=6, BEST
URA, M=16, K=6, CNNS
URA, M=25, K=5, BEST
URA, M=25, K=5, CNNS
UCA, M=20, K=6, BEST
UCA, M=20, K=6, CNNS
Fig. 3. DOA estimation performance for the CNNS for different array settings
[25].





















Source: UCA, Target: URA, SNR
TRAIN




Fig. 4. Performance of CNNS, CNNT and CNNTR vs PS . LS = 100 and
SNRTRAIN = 15dB [25].
domain. We obtain approximately 20% increase in the classification
accuracy. We observe that transfer learning works if the source dataset
is large so that more features can be transferred to target domain.
While the accuracy of CNNS is similar for different PS values, it
significantly affects the performance of CNNTR. From Fig.4, we see
that PS = 100 is a good choice for transfer learning where the
source data is 100 times larger than target data. The performance
of CNNTR decreases after a certain PS value since collecting more
dense direction data leads to ambiguities in labeling.
V. SUMMARY
We introduced the concept of metacognitive radar whose aim is
to impart additional confidence to the decisions of a cognitive radar.
This is achieved by collating several cognitive cycles in the system
for various scenarios and selecting the most appropriate one for a
given situation. We discussed key elements of a metacognitive radar
and its possible applications. Finally, we illustrated a cognitive radar
antenna selection by including the knowledge transfer step.
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